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The Manawatu-Whanganui Civil Defence Group sought
support to provide essential supplies in Palmerston
North, and the Salvation Army (SA) answered the call in
conjunction with other local organisations and donors.
They have created a “well-oiled machine” to guarantee
families in our community have food, blankets, and clothes
through difficult times.
During the pandemic period, procedures to keep people
safe are essential, which has meant extra effort is required
from those involved, but this amazing team is thriving.
It all starts when the Civil Defence Welfare Team receives the
requests for support, assess the need, and forward the
details to the SA who is managing the operations.
All supplies are directed to a warehouse, where volunteers
receive and organise everything, then sort it according to
the orders and align them to delivery.

"I want to help out,
give back and do
good. I've been
here every day
since the operation
started and I'll be
here for as long as
they need me."

When asked about why volunteering during such an
extreme moment, one of the volunteers (forklift operator)
said: "Because I want to help out, give back and do good.
I've been here every day since the operation started and I'll
be here for as long as they need me. I love it".
Everyone at the site wants to step in and contribute, as we
have seen happening all around the country. A chain of
good. The pandemic stopped our "normal" lives, but
nothing can stop kindness and generosity, it only makes
them stronger. In hard times, people care about others
even more, making sure no one is alone because there is
always a helping hand available.
We can't forget the organisations who also play a critical
role: donations. These are businesses that have raised their
hands and are doing their part, by giving supplies of food,
blankets, clothes, firewood, or offering their assets eg vans
for deliveries.

After the orders are packed into delivery parcels,
the volunteer drivers and deliverers get into action.
They work in pairs following a weekly roster; they load
the van and drive around the city on precisely
developed runs, distributing the very welcomed goods.
In talking with two delivery volunteers, we notice
another great example of how volunteers have had to
adapt. Due to the lockdown, they weren't able to keep
their usual volunteer roles of helping at the hospital,
and companion to seniors, so they applied for the
driver/delivery role through Volunteer Central (VC) and
were placed by VC when Civil Defence requested
support. After receiving appropriate training and PPE,
they started their new volunteering journey.
When asked about why they wanted to volunteer
during the pandemic the answer has been the same: "I
want to help and do good." There is no other answer;
volunteers are guided by their hearts and the
willingness to do good. No matter the situation,
volunteers always find a way.

We also talked to Stewart Lee, Corps Officer at the
Salvation Army and mainly responsible for the
Warehouse Operation. He shared some words:
"With a team, many services coming together we can
and have achieved so much more, to meet an
important need to providing people with food at this
unprecedented time.
It’s a privilege to help and work in this space, serving
alongside one another from different walks of life to
putting aside what can divide us. However, uniting to
meet people at their point of need, to give Hope where
Hope is needed most.
I’m reminded of a quote that was shared with me,
“there is no pit so deep that love can’t reach you and
HOPE can’t help you (Corrie Ten Boom)”

The passion of volunteers is inspiring, their positive impact in
the communities is known and their work keeping not for
profit organisations running is fundamental. But it is so much
more than that. One of the recipients of a package agreed to
share what this service means to her and her response
comment was heartwarming.

"Tracey" (not her real name) is thankful for the
assistance she has been receiving as the parcels
are a "lifeline" during these turbulent times.
Looking after three grandchildren and three
welfare children, who are home all day every day,
this lovely lady is keeping her bubble
safe, while experiencing her own underlying health
conditions which meant she had to resign from her
employment just prior to lockdown.
Tracey mentioned she never felt judged and was
always treated with respect by the volunteers who
deliver the parcels. She said the volunteers are
polite and positive towards her and her family.
She pointed out that the volunteers are good
examples to the children, especially the ones she
is guardian for who have come from very
challenging backgrounds. By those in her bubble
seeing the volunteers doing what they are doing,
they are seeing that there are good people out
there who are kind and want to care for others.
This has not been the previous experience of the
children she is guardian for.

The lesson I learned is that HOW you do something is as
important as WHAT you do. Volunteers are teaching that
actions executed with love have greater outcomes; and that
treating others with respect is the most valued interaction
one can offer another. - Juliana Chang, Event Manager.

"It’s a privilege to help
and work in this space,
serving alongside one
another from different
walks of life."

"I never felt
judged and I was
always treated
with respect".

"There are good
people out there
who are kind and
want to care for
others".

